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ABSTRACT We studied the influence of cocaine use on the structure of neurons in
brain regions that contribute to its rewarding effects by allowing rats to self-administer
cocaine (0.33 mg/infusion) for 1 h a day for 1 month. Control animals were left undis-
turbed or allowed to work for food for the same period of time. After an additional 1
month drug-free period the brains were processed for Golgi-Cox staining. In rats that
self-administered cocaine, but not rats that worked for food, there was a significant
increase in dendritic branching and in the density of dendritic spines on medium spiny
neurons in the shell of the nucleus accumbens and on pyramidal cells in the prefrontal
and parietal (but not occipital) cortex. There was also a 2.6-fold increase in the incidence
of spines with multiple heads (branched spines) on medium spiny neurons. Finally, in
the prefrontal cortex some of the apical dendrites of pyramidal cells appeared mis-
shaped, having large bulbous structures on their terminal tips. We speculate that
cocaine self-administration experience alters patterns of synaptic connectivity within
limbocortical circuitry that is thought to contribute to cocaine’s incentive motivational
effects and may have neuropathological effects in frontal areas involved in decision
making and judgment. Together, these two classes of drug-induced neuroadaptations
may contribute to the development of addiction. Synapse 39:257–266, 2001.
© 2001 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

Repeated exposure to psychostimulant drugs results
in the development of tolerance, sensitization, depen-
dence, and, eventually, addiction (Edwards 1981; Jaffe
1992), all of which are thought to be due at least in part
to drug-induced changes in the organization of the
nervous system (Koob and Bloom, 1988; Nestler et al.,
1993; Robinson and Berridge, 1993; White and Kalivas,
1998). For example, repeated intermittent treatment
with amphetamine or cocaine produces a progressive
and very long-lasting increase in their psychomotor
activating and incentive motivational effects, a phe-
nomenon referred to as behavioral sensitization (Segal
et al., 1981; Robinson and Becker, 1986; Schenk and
Partridge, 1997). Behavioral sensitization has been as-
sociated with persistent biochemical adaptations in
mesostriatal, mesolimbocortical, and corticostriatal
circuitry (Kalivas and Stewart, 1991; Robinson and
Berridge, 1993; White and Kalivas, 1998), including
alterations in dopamine (Robinson and Becker, 1986),
serotonin (Parsons and Justice, 1993), norepinephrine

(Camp et al., 1997), and acetylcholine neurotransmis-
sion (Bickerdike and Abercrombie, 1997). Further-
more, there is rapidly accumulating evidence that ex-
citatory amino acid neurotransmission also plays a
critical role in sensitization processes (Karler et al.,
1989; Clark and Overton, 1998; Wolf, 1998).

The fact that there are so many drug-induced adap-
tations in so many mesotelencephalic and corticostria-
tal neurotransmitter systems, and that they can be so
long-lasting, suggests that psychomotor stimulant
drugs induce fundamental alterations in the organiza-
tion of these neural circuits, including alterations in
patterns of synaptic connectivity (Pierce and Kalivas,
1997). Consistent with this notion, we recently re-
ported that repeated intermittent treatment with am-
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phetamine, cocaine, or morphine produces changes in
the organization of dendrites and the density of den-
dritic spines on medium spiny neurons in the nucleus
accumbens and pyramidal cells in the prefrontal cortex
(Robinson and Kolb, 1997, 1999a,b). This is important
because dendritic spines are known to be the major
locus of excitatory signaling in the brain, and also the
primary site whereby experience can alter synaptic
efficacy (Horner, 1993; Harris and Kater, 1994; Shep-
herd, 1996).

In our previous studies, however, drugs were admin-
istered by the experimenter; drug administration was
not contingent on an animal’s behavior. This is poten-
tially a critical consideration because the neurobiolog-
ical consequences of drug administration can vary as a
function of whether a drug is administered contingent
on an animal performing a specific action (e.g., pressing
a lever in a self-administration experiment) or noncon-
tingently, independent of its actions (Smith and Dwor-
kin, 1990; Wilson et al., 1994; Dworkin et al., 1995a,b;
Mark et al., 1999). It is not known, therefore, whether
drug self-administration alters the morphology of den-
drites in mesolimbocortical circuitry thought to be crit-
ical in mediating drug reward. Drug self-administra-
tion procedures are widely accepted as the best
available for modeling human drug-taking behavior
(Katz, 1990; Markou et al., 1993), so it is critical to
determine whether drug self-administration experi-
ence alters neuronal morphology in the nucleus accum-
bens and/or prefrontal cortex in a similar manner to
that seen with experimenter-administered drug (Rob-
inson and Kolb, 1997, 1999a). If it does not, it is un-
likely the drug-induced alterations in neuronal mor-
phology described previously (Robinson and Kolb,
1997, 1999a) are relevant to addiction. The goal of the
present experiment, therefore, was to characterize the
effects of cocaine self-administration on the structure
of dendrites and dendritic spines in the nucleus accum-
bens and neocortex, including the prefrontal cortex.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Male Sprague-Dawley rats purchased from Harlan
(Indianapolis, IN), 200–225 g upon arrival, were used.
After a week to acclimatize to the animal colony all rats
were deprived of 85–90% of their normal weight by
restricting access to food to the period following test
sessions, when they received their daily rations. All
animals were maintained on this feeding schedule un-
til the end of the self-administration phase of the ex-
periment. After 3 days of food deprivation all rats (ex-
cept control animals; see below) were placed in an
operant chamber (Med Associates) where they were
allowed to bar-press on an FR1 schedule for a 45 mg
Noyest food pellet. Each chamber had two levers and
responses on both levers were recorded, but only one
had programmed consequences. Test sessions lasted

for 1 h each day until the animals showed stable levels
of responding, which took about 5 days.

Surgical procedures

After this, animals that were to later receive cocaine
were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/
kg) and a chronic indwelling catheter was placed into
the right external jugular vein using procedures de-
scribed previously (Weeks, 1972; Crombag et al., 1996;
Browman et al., 1998). The external end of this cathe-
ter was passed subcutaneously to an infusion port
mounted between the shoulder blades, similar in de-
sign to that described by Caine et al. (1993). For 2 days
postoperatively the catheter was filled each day with
gentamicin (50 mg/ml), of which 50 ml was given i.v.
During the course of the experiment the catheters were
flushed once a day with approximately 0.15 ml of a
sterile heparin-saline solution (30 USP units/ml) to
help maintain catheter patency. Two days after sur-
gery, and once a week throughout the experiment (late
on Fridays), catheter patency was determined by giv-
ing an i.v. infusion of 0.1 ml of 50 mg/ml thiopental
sodium (Pentothalt). The catheter was considered
patent if the animal became limp within 3 sec. Animals
in the other groups received only sham surgery, con-
sisting of anesthesia, an incision, and isolation of the
external jugular vein (which was not punctured).

Groups and testing procedures

Approximately 5 days after surgery the animals were
again allowed to bar-press for food for 1–2 days. At this
point the animals were divided into one of three
groups. One group (Control) consisted of six animals
that had not undergone operant pretraining. For the
remainder of the self-administration phase of the ex-
periment these animals were maintained on the re-
stricted feeding schedule and were weighed each day. A
second group (Cocaine) was trained to self-administer
cocaine (n 5 8; see below) and a third group (Food; n 5
6) was allowed to continue working for food on each test
session, as in the pretraining phase.

Each self-administration session began by placing a
rat into an operant chamber, attaching its catheter to
the liquid swivel, and presenting one priming infusion
of cocaine. Cocaine (0.33 mg/infusion) was delivered in
100 ml of phosphate-buffered 0.09% saline over 5.5 sec.
A cue light above the active lever signaled the avail-
ability of cocaine and after the initial priming infusion
each response on the active lever resulted in the deliv-
ery of cocaine (FR1). At the same time the light above
the active lever was turned off, the houselights and
white noise were turned on, and for the duration of this
20-sec timeout period further responses had no conse-
quences. After the timeout period the next trial com-
menced. The initial test sessions were 2 h in duration,
but after the animals acquired stable cocaine self-ad-
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ministration behavior, which took about 7 days (see
Fig. 1), the remaining sessions were only 1 h long. Test
sessions were held each weekday but not on weekends.
This procedure continued for approximately 7 weeks
(37 test sessions). In the Cocaine group three rats were
tested for the entire 37 sessions, but one rat was tested
for only 28 sessions before its catheter broke. The re-
maining rats in this group were eliminated from the
experiment because of technical difficulties or because
they became ill. All animals in the Food group were
tested for 37 test sessions. After their last test session
all animals were left undisturbed in their home cages
for 30 days, during which time they had unlimited
access to food.

Anatomical procedures

After this 30-day drug-free period all the animals
were given an overdose of sodium pentobarbital and
then were perfused through the heart with 0.9% saline.
There were no group differences in body weight at the
time of sacrifice (Controls, 420 6 7.2 g; Food, 421 6 3.4;
Cocaine, 431 6 6.2). The brains were processed for
Golgi-Cox staining using exactly the same procedures
described previously (Robinson and Kolb, 1997; Gibb

and Kolb, 1998). Cells in four brain regions were se-
lected for analysis: medium spiny neurons in the shell
of the nucleus accumbens, Layer V pyramidal neurons
in the prefrontal cortex (specifically area Cg3 according
to Zille’s (1985) terminology), Layer III pyramidal cells
in the parietal cortex (Par1, primary somatosensory
cortex), and Layer III pyramidal cells in the occipital
cortex (Oc1, primary visual cortex). All slides were
coded so that the person responsible for cell selection
and drawing (G.G.) was blind to the experimental con-
dition. Four measures of dendritic structure were ob-
tained from camera lucida drawings. First, dendritic
length was estimated by placing an overlay of concen-
tric rings over the drawing of each cell and counting the
number of ring intersections made by each dendrite, as
described Sholl (1981). Second, the total number of
dendritic branches (indicated by bifurcations) was
counted at each order away from the cell body or den-
dritic shaft, as described by Coleman and Riesen
(1968). Third, spine density was determined by tracing
at least a 10 mm length of dendrite (at 10003), calcu-
lating its exact length, counting all the spines visible
along the length of dendrite and then expressing spine
density as the total number of spines/10 mm. Fourth,
the number of branched spines (spines with multiple
heads) along a given length of dendrite was counted at
20003. These measures were obtained from five cells in
each hemisphere, which were then averaged, as de-
scribed by Robinson and Kolb (1997, 1999a). Group
differences for each measure in each structure were
determined by conducting one-way ANOVA followed by
Fisher’s PLSD tests when appropriate, using hemi-
sphere as the unit of analysis.

RESULTS
Behavior

Figure 1 illustrates cocaine (top) and food (bottom)
self-administration performance across test sessions.
After acquisition, animals given access to cocaine took
approximately 15–20 infusions per hour, which given
the weight of the animals at the time of testing was
equal to about 15–20 mg/kg/h. Figure 1 (bottom) illus-
trates that animals given access to food showed a much
higher operant rate than those working for cocaine,
making about 125–175 responses on the active lever
per hour.

Anatomy: nucleus accumbens

Prior cocaine self-administration significantly al-
tered the structure of dendrites on medium spiny neu-
rons in the shell of the nucleus (Fig. 2A–C). There was
a significant effect of treatment on the number of den-
dritic branches (Fig. 2A; F 5 4.96, P 5 0.015), on
dendritic length as indicated by the number of ring
intersections using a Sholl (1981) analysis (Fig. 2B;
F 5 6.63, P 5 0.005), and on spine density (Fig. 2C; F 5

Fig. 1. Mean (6SEM) lever presses (responses/h) on the active
lever (solid circles) and the inactive lever (open circles) in rats working
on an FR1 schedule for 0.33 mg/infusion of cocaine (top) or food
(bottom) across test sessions. In the cocaine group one rat lost its
catheter after day 28, which is the reason for the break in the graph.
For animals working for food the first test session shown is the first
session after surgery (see Materials and Methods).
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5.25, P 5 0.012). Relative to the control group, animals
that self-administered cocaine showed an 8.1% in-
crease in dendritic branching, an 8.9% increase in ring
intersections and a 4.3% increase in spine density
(Fisher’s tests, P , 0.05). Animals that worked for food
differed from the cocaine group on all measures, but
did not differ from the control group on any measure
(Fig. 2).

Figure 3 show the results of a second analysis of
spines on the terminal tips of dendrites of accumbens
medium spiny neurons (at 20003 rather than 10003)
to determine the effect of cocaine self-administration
on the incidence of branched spines, that is, spines with
multiple heads (Comery et al., 1996; Sorra et al., 1998).

In this second analysis animals that self-administered
cocaine showed a 6.4% increase in total spine density,
relative to the control group (t 5 14.3, P 5 0.002), and
a 175% increase in the incidence of branched spines
(t 5 140, P , 0.0001). Thus, in control animals the
number of branched spines represented about 5.1% of
the total number of spines on the distal dendrites of
medium spiny neurons in the accumbens, but in ani-
mals that a month earlier had their last experience
with self-administered cocaine branched spines repre-
sented 13.3% of total spines—a 2.6-fold increase in the
proportion of branched spines on this portion of the
dendritic tree.

Anatomy: prefrontal cortex

In the prefrontal cortex (Cg3) there was a significant
effect of treatment on the structure of both apical den-
drites (Fig. 2D–F; branches, F 5 5.73, P , 0.01; ring
intersections, F 5 5.54, P 5 0.01; spines, F 5 114, P ,
0.0001) and basilar dendrites (Fig. 2G–I; branches, F 5
33.7, P , 0.0001; ring intersections, F 5 141, P ,
0.0001; spines, F 5 29.5, P , 0.0001). Relative to the
control group, animals that self-administered cocaine
showed an 11.4% increase in branches on apical den-
drites, no change in ring intersections (although there
was a significant decrease in the food group on this
measure) and a 20.7% increase in spine density (P ,
0.05). For basilar dendrites there was a, 19.7% increase
in branches, a 10.7% increase in ring intersections and
an 11.3% increase in spine density.

In addition to these changes in dendritic length and
spine density we observed unique and seemingly
pathological alterations in the shape of the terminal
tips of apical dendrites of Cg3 pyramidal cells in rats

Fig. 2. Mean (6SEM) number of dendritic branches (left panels),
ring intersections based on a Sholl analysis (center panels), and
dendritic spines (spines/10 mm; right panels) on medium spiny neu-
rons in the shell of the nucleus accumbens (top), apical dendrites of
pyramidal cells in the prefrontal cortex (Cg3-Apical), and basilar
dendrites of Cg3 pyramidal cells, in control rats (Ctl) and rats that
had bar-pressed for either food or cocaine (Coc). The animals had been
left undisturbed for 30 days since the last test session before their
brains were obtained. P-values for one-ways ANOVAs are given in
each panel. Asterisks (*) indicate groups that differed significantly
from the control group and daggers (†) groups that differed from the
food group.

Fig. 3. Mean (6SEM) total number of spines (A) and of branched
spines (B) on the terminal tips of medium spiny neurons in the shell
of the nucleus accumbens in control animals (Ctl) and animals that
self-administered cocaine (Coc) in the past. The groups differed sig-
nificantly (see text).
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that self-administered cocaine. In cocaine animals
many of the terminal tips of apical dendrites on Cg3
pyramidal cells appeared to be misshaped, having a
large, bulbous, bead-like appearance (Figs. 4, 5). Bead-
like protuberances along the entire length of dendrites
are characteristic of double bouquet cells throughout
the cortex (Somogyri and Cowey, 1984), but these are
not characteristic of neocortical pyramidal cells. In con-

trol (and food) animals relatively small bead-like struc-
tures on the distal tips of apical dendrites on pyramidal
cells in the prefrontal cortex were sometimes seen; an
example from a control animal is shown in Figure 4A.
However, animals that self-administered cocaine had
many more of these bulbous structures and they were
visibly larger than in control animals (Fig. 4B, 5). Fur-
thermore, we reexamined tissue from our earlier study
involving experimenter-administered cocaine (Robin-
son and Kolb, 1999a) and did not observe the promi-
nent bulbous structures seen here in rats that self-
administered cocaine. Figure 5 gives three examples of
these apparently abnormal apical dendrites from rats
that had previously self-administered cocaine. In the
top example, it is obvious there is extensive spine
growth on the bulbous structures themselves, far be-
yond that observed in control animals. More typically,
there were only a few or no spines visible on the bul-
bous structures; most spines were evident between the
swellings (see the middle and bottom panels in Fig. 5).
These apparently anomalous structures were not seen
on the basilar dendrites of prefrontal pyramidal cells,
nor were they observed on the proximal portions of the
apical dendrites in either cocaine-treated or control
subjects. Also, these anomalous dendritic structures
were not seen in either the parietal or occipital cortex,
or on medium spiny neurons in the nucleus accumbens.

Anatomy: parietal and occipital cortex

Figure 6 shows the results of the analysis of den-
drites on Layer III pyramidal cells in the parietal cor-
tex and occipital cortex. In Par1 (Fig. 6A–F) the only
significant treatment effects were on spine density for
both apical (F 5 20.0, P , 0.0001) and basilar den-
drites (F 5 18.9, P , 0.0001), and on the number of
basilar branches (F 5 12.1, P , 0.0003). In all cases
there was an increase in the cocaine group relative to
the control group, and the food group did not differ
from control. There was no effect of treatment on any
measure of apical dendrites in Oc1 and for basilar
dendrites the only significant treatment effect was a
decrease in spine density in both the food and cocaine
groups (Fig. 6L, F 5 9.95, P , 0.001).

DISCUSSION

Three major findings are reported: 1) In rats with a
history of cocaine self-administration experience, last
exposed to cocaine 30 days earlier, there was an in-
crease in dendritic arborization and in the density of
dendritic spines on medium spiny neurons in the nu-
cleus accumbens and pyramidal cells in the prefrontal
cortex. 2) In the nucleus accumbens there was also a
large increase in the number of branched spines on the
terminal dendrites of medium spiny neurons. 3) In the
prefrontal cortex of rats that self-administered cocaine
some of the apical dendrites on pyramidal cells ap-

Fig. 4. Camera lucida drawings of examples of bead-like swellings
on the terminal tips of apical dendrites on a Cg3 pyramidal cell in a
control animal (A) and an animal that had self-administered cocaine
(B). Note the large bulbous structures on the dendrites of the animal
exposed to cocaine.
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peared misshaped, having large, bulbous protuber-
ances.

Most spines on accumbens medium spiny neurons
and neocortical pyramidal cells receive an asymmetric
(presumably glutamate) synapse onto the head of the
spine, and many of these also receive a dopaminergic
(symmetric) input nearby, onto the neck of the spine or
shaft of the dendrite (Goldman-Rakic et al., 1989; Tot-
terdell and Smith, 1989; Sesack and Pickel, 1990;
Smith and Bolam, 1990; Groenewegen et al., 1991;
Meredith and Totterdell, 1999). This “triad” arrange-
ment is thought to represent the structural means by
which dopamine inputs modulate the excitatory drive
on these neurons (Smith and Bolam, 1990; Groenewe-
gen et al., 1991; Goldman-Rakic et al., 1992). Indeed,
dendritic spines are considered the major locus of ex-
citatory signaling in the brain. Of special importance
here, spines are also thought to be the primary site
whereby plastic adaptations alter synaptic activity
(Horner, 1993; Harris and Kater, 1994; Rusakov et al.,

1996; Shepherd, 1996; van Rossum and Hanisch,
1999), and changes in the shape of spines, such as the
increase in branched spines seen here, may affect syn-
aptic efficacy by modulating either the electrotonic
characteristics of the synapse or the local chemical
environment (Horner, 1993; Koch and Zador, 1993;
Shepherd, 1996). Thus, the changes in dendritic mor-
phology described here, which occur as a function of
cocaine self-administration experience, may reflect a
reorganization of inputs onto cells in a circuit hypoth-
esized “to serve as the final common path of opiate and
psychomotor stimulant reward” (Carlezon and Wise,
1996, p. 3120), and thus fundamentally alter the inter-
action between dopamine and glutamate neurotrans-
mission in this circuit.

Of course, we cannot tell from Golgi-stained material
how these synaptic inputs are actually rearranged as a
function of exposure to cocaine (see Robinson and Kolb,
1997, for a discussion of possibilities); this will require
detailed ultrastructural studies. Nevertheless, there is

Fig. 5. Photographs of three examples of
apparently anomalous apical dendrites on Cg3
pyramidal cells in rats that self-administered
cocaine (see text).
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considerable evidence from studies of other forms of
experience-dependent plasticity that the kinds of
changes in dendritic structure described here are in-
dicative of alterations in synaptic connectivity, as as-
sessed by electron microscopy (Greenough et al., 1990;
Purves, 1994; Kolb et al., 1998). Indeed, increases in
dendritic branching, spine density, and even in the
incidence of branched spines has been reported in other
structures in association with other forms of experi-
ence-dependent plasticity (Geinisman et al., 1989;
Trommald et al., 1990, 1996; Comery et al., 1996).

On the surface, many of the effects of self-adminis-
tered cocaine on dendritic structure reported here seem

very similar to those described previously following
experimenter-administered cocaine or amphetamine
(Robinson and Kolb, 1997, 1999a) and to those de-
scribed in the prefrontal cortex of Bonnett monkeys
treated repeatedly with deprenyl (Shankaranarayana
Rao et al., 1999), which is metabolized to amphetamine
and methamphetamine (Feldman et al., 1997). This
suggests that cocaine may produce similar long-term
neuroadaptations when administered either by an ex-
perimenter or by the animal itself. It has been sug-
gested, however, that the neurobiological consequences
of psychostimulant drugs can vary as a function of
whether drug administration is contingent on an ani-
mal’s action or not (Smith and Dworkin, 1990; Dworkin
et al., 1995a,b). It is possible, therefore, that there are
differences in the effects of self-administered and ex-
perimenter-administered cocaine on dendritic mor-
phology that are not apparent at the present level of
analysis, but would be evident at the ultrastructural
level (also see below). This remains to be determined.

As mentioned above, the kinds of alterations in den-
dritic morphology reported here have been described in
other brain regions in association with other forms of
experience-dependent plasticity, including long-term
potentiation in the hippocampus (Trommald et al.,
1990, 1996; Andersen and Soleng, 1998), environmen-
tal enrichment (Greenough et al., 1990; Comery et al.,
1995, 1996) and learning (Chang and Greenough, 1982;
Moser et al., 1994, 1997; Stewart and Rusakov, 1995).
Reports of learning-related changes in dendritic mor-
phology are especially relevant to the present experi-
ment, and are one reason why we also studied animals
that learned to bar-press for food. It was important to
determine whether any changes in dendritic morphol-
ogy seen in association with cocaine self-administra-
tion might be attributable to their learning about the
relationship between their action (bar-pressing) and its
consequences (cocaine delivery). The animals in both
the cocaine and food groups had a similar learning
experience, but only the cocaine group showed in-
creased dendritic branching and spine density in the
accumbens and prefrontal cortex, which suggests that
the changes in dendritic morphology were not merely a
consequence of instrumental learning. Also, the effect
of cocaine was presumably not due to the development
of a motor habit or to the repetitive motor actions
associated with bar-pressing because the animals that
worked for food experienced these events as well, but
did not show similar structural adaptations. Further-
more, the fact that similar adaptations are seen when
the drug is given by an experimenter, independent of
an animal’s actions (Robinson and Kolb, 1999a), sup-
ports the contention that they are a specific conse-
quence of exposure to cocaine.

One last point that deserves discussion is our obser-
vation of misshaped, bulbous apical dendrites on pyra-
midal cells in the prefrontal cortex of rats that self-

Fig. 6. Effects of food and cocaine self-administration experience
on the apical and basilar dendrites of pyramidal cells in the parietal
cortex (Par1) and occipital cortex (Oc1). Elements are the same as for
Figure 2 (and see text).
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administered cocaine. These were not seen in our
earlier study using experimenter-administered cocaine
(Robinson and Kolb, 1999a) and, therefore, they might
represent a unique consequence of cocaine self-admin-
istration experience. On the other hand, the difference
between the two studies may not be related to whether
drug administration was contingent on the animal’s
behavior, but to the very different pharmacokinetics
associated with cocaine self-administered i.v. vs. a sin-
gle bolus injection given i.p. For example, animals self-
administering cocaine take many infusions that serve
to keep plasma drug concentrations relatively con-
stant, whereas an i.p. injection produces a rapid in-
crease in plasma drug concentrations followed by a
steady decline. Further studies will be required to re-
solve this issue.

Nevertheless, the presence of anomalous and appar-
ently malformed dendrites on prefrontal (but not pari-
etal or occipital) pyramidal cells compel the speculation
that they represent some sort of neuropathological con-
sequence of self-administering cocaine. If this is true,
they might disrupt normal synaptic transmission in
this region, impairing frontocortical function. This is
an especially interesting notion because there is an
accumulating body of evidence suggesting that cocaine
addicts show both neurobiological (Volkow et al., 1991,
1992; Biggins et al., 1997; Bolla et al., 1998, for review)
and neuropsychological signs of frontal dysfunction
(Bolla et al., 1998; Rogers et al., 1999). Neuropsycho-
logical signs include impairments in decision-making
tasks and in judgment. This raises the possibility that
cocaine may induce two very different neuroadaptative
processes that contribute to addiction in two very dif-
ferent ways (Jentsch and Taylor, 1999). The structural
adaptations in the nucleus accumbens may reflect a
reorganization of brain reward systems that render
this circuit hypersensitive (Robinson and Berridge,
1993). Indeed, animals with a past history of exposure
to psychomotor stimulant drugs are hypersensitive to
both their psychomotor activating effects (Robinson
and Becker, 1986) and to their incentive motivational
effects (Lett, 1989; Piazza et al., 1989; Horger et al.,
1990; Shippenberg and Heidbreder, 1995; Mendrek et
al., 1998; Deroche et al., 1999), and there is a positive
relationship between the ability of drugs to reinstate
(prime) drug-taking behavior and their ability to in-
duce psychomotor sensitization (De Vries et al., 1997,
1998, 1999; Vanderschuren et al., 1999). Thus, sensiti-
zation-related adaptations in accumbens-related cir-
cuitry may render addicts hypersensitive to the incen-
tive motivational effects of drugs and drug-related
stimuli via the process of “incentive-sensitization,” as
described by Robinson and Berridge (1993). At the
same time, cocaine may induce neuropathology in the
prefrontal cortex, one example of which may be re-
flected by the dendritic anomalies described here.
These could contribute to frontal dysfunction, impair-

ing decision-making and judgment (Bolla et al., 1998;
Rogers et al., 1999). These two classes of neuroadaptive
processes could interact to great detriment in the de-
velopment of addiction (Jentsch and Taylor, 1999). In
the addict, drugs may become “wanted” more and more
through the process of incentive-sensitization, because
of adaptations in accumbens-related circuitry, while at
the same time the ability to make judgments about the
future consequences of continued drug-taking becomes
more and more impaired, because of dysfunction in
frontal circuitry. Together, this combination of motiva-
tional and cognitive alterations would be a recipe for
addiction.
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